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Complying with Russian federal
law #242 to secure personal
data inside the Russia
Secure Dynamics 365 personal data in Russian cloud for
complying with Russian federal law #242. Easy to setup and
use solution with no constraints and performance issues. Fits
for multinational enterprises with legal entities in Russia.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

Russian Federal law, effective Sep 2015, states:
Customer must ensure that «collection,
recording, systemization, accumulation, storage,
correction (updating and changing) and
extraction» of that personal data takes place in
databases located in Russia before that data can
be transferred outside of Russia.

Seamless and user-transparent solution for
Dynamics 365 F&O that use Russia-based data
center to store personal data as first-time storage
just before saving the same in the Azure

Flexible and easy to setup solution what could fit
to any Dynamics 365 F&O customer

Dynamics Services
Personal Data Protection for Russia
Make sure that your cloud based ERP complies with
tricky Russian federal law #242 and you keep your
personal data secured

ENGINE

PERSONAL DATA SETUP

Solution uses Dynamics 365 F&O core framework
to track the changes in the personal data

Any static data entity (table/field) could be
selected as consisting the personal data.

TELEMETRY
To monitor the solution performance Azure
Telemetry service could be deployed and used.

Customer success: Volgagas

“Personal data protection solution from Dynamics Services
allowed us to store personal data about our employees and
other contact information in the Russian cloud. This solution is
easy to use and really fits our needs …”
– Olga Gavva, ERP Manager, Volgagas

EASY TO DEPLOY AND USE

UNIVERSAL

PERFORMANCE

Customer signs direct contract with Russian data
center to order the cloud based storage that will
keep personal data.

Any Dynamics 365 F&O customer could track any
static data that consist of personal data.

The solution uses Azure Telemetry to monitor the
performance and how it affects the ERP
experience.

Confirms the customer intention to solve the
topic and used in collaboration with Russian
authorities

Every customer should develop own policies and
decide what the «personal data» is.
After that, map this policy to database table and
fields inside the ERP.

The customer allowed to choose different modes
of the solution operation.

Secure your Dynamics 365 F&O
personal data today!
Call for more information: +7 916 1144727
Ask a question via email: ivan.zakharov@dynamics.services
Learn more: Microsoft AppSource

